
Health, Environment, Family

From the joy and pride of nurturing newborns to the special
bonds of gathering at family reunions, these illuminating
photographs show the richness of the world's people and
cultures — yet remind us of the hardships many families face.
Among the most acute problems concern health care and proper
nutrition, topics that articles in this edition of the IAEA Bulletin
address from various perspectives. The photographs shown
here, and on the cover and inside cover page, are all award
winners. They were selected from more than 10 000 entries to the
World Photo Contest "The Family" organized by the United
Nations Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization
(UNESCO) and the Asia/Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO
(ACCU) in Tokyo within the framework of the World Decade for
Cultural Development and as a special contribution to the United
Nations International Year of the Family 1994. This page: In
"Kazakh Family" by R. Gombojav of Mongolia, the whole family
gathers in Bayan Olgui aimak for a commemorative photo, which
was awarded a Special Prize in the photo contest. In Habana,
Cuba, "Dear Papa" by Humberto G. Mayo! captures the special
moment for new fathers. Facing page, clockwise from top. left:
"Pride" by Elaine Abrams of the United States shows the shared
emotions of a father and son in China. In Ho Chi Minn City,
children brighten the way in "Eyes and Smile" by Tuong Linh of
Viet Nam. In Maseru, Lesotho, a young couple and their daughter
pose for "First Born at One" by A.C. Ebenebe of Nigeria. In
Antalya, Turkey, twins lead the way in an untitled photo by
Timurtas Onan of Turkey. In "Families" by Mohammad Reza
Baharnaz of Iran, which earned a Special Prize in the photo
contest, a family moves to a warmer environment as the cold
days of winter approach. All photos courtesy of ACCU.
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